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Overview 

• Brent Crude Oil has achieved our $71.75/42 target, but we stay bearish.

• 10yr TIPS Breakevens maintain their medium-term top, and we stay bearish for 170/166bps.

• 5yr5yr EUR Breakevens resume their downtrend, and we stay bearish for 65bps.

• China Shanghai Composite maintains a medium-term base, and we stay bullish for 2920.

• USD TWI above 95.10 should see the bull trend extend to our 100.20/70 core target.

• DXY $ Index though has rallied to our target and what we expect to be tougher resistance at 88.71/89.92.

• AUDUSD bear trend shows signs of accelerating.

• EURUSD stays on course for our 1.2230/20 target, and potentially the 1.2042 low of 2012.

• USDJPY and EURJPY are expected to stay capped at 120.10 and 149.25 for now.

• Europe Stoxx 600 may be close to an important break higher.

• US Credit Risk Appetite has achieved our “panic” target, and we begin to look for signs of a low.

 

Critical Focus Charts 

• Nikkei stays bullish for 18300, then 19115.  TOPIX Banks may be close to an important bullish break.

• 10yr US yields need to hold below 2.30% to see the immediate risk stay bullish.

• 5yr5yr US holds the 3.09% low, but only above 3.30/33% would see a bearish reversal.

• 10yr Germany holds trend resistance at .64%.

• 5s30s Germany maintains a large top, and we look for flattening to 132/127bps.

• 10yr Italy/Germany resolves its range lower, and we target 122/120bps, then 95bps.

• Copper is expected to break to a new low for the year, to target $6038, then $5800.

Other Core Themes 
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Critical Focus Charts 
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Brent Crude Oil has achieved our core target at $71.75/42, 
but we stay bearish 

Brent has collapsed to achieve our core target at $71.75/42 – the 61.8% 

retracement of the 2008/2012 uptrend and the August 2010 low – and overshot to 

test the 2010 lows at $68.15/$67.87.  The latter has held initially, and we allow for 

further near-term consolidation.  However, open interest and volume trends remain 

bearish, and with the curve moving deeper into contango, we look for further 

downside to $59.53 with better support seen at $55.93/$54.26. 

Source: Updata, the BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL™ service, Credit Suisse 

Above $87.75 aims at $81.61, but above here is needed to set a near-term base. 
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US Inflation stays bearish 

Source: CQG, Credit Suisse 

10yr TIPS Breakevens continue to fall aggressively 

with Oil, and the bias stays lower to our 170/166bps 

target.  We look for a floor here. 

Near-term resistance moves to 189bps, but above 

194bps is needed to ease immediate downside risks. 
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EUR Inflation breaks below 172bps and we stay bearish for 
165bps 

Source: CQG, Credit Suisse 

5yr5yr EUR Breakevens have broken 

below 172bps, achieving new lows, and  

we target channel support at 165bps next. 

The immediate risk should stay 

bearish while below 187/189bps. 
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China maintains an important base and we stay bullish 

Shanghai Comp continues to surge dramatically higher following the 
completion of a medium-term base, leaving the market within touching 
distance of our 2856 next target - the 61.8% retracement of the 2009/2013 
bear trend.  Whilst this should be allowed to hold at first, our core outlook 
stays bullish for an eventual move above here in due course for the measured 
target from the base at 2920, followed by the 2011 high at 3067. 

Source: Updata, the BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL™ service, Credit Suisse 
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Source: Updata, the BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL™ service, Credit Suisse 

USD TWI above 95.1 should maintain the core bull trend; 
DXY though is set for a test of tougher resistance 

US$ TWI (BoE) has broken with ease above our 
94.40/95.10 first bull target – the 38.2% 
retracement of the entire 2002/2011 bear trend 
and 2009 high.  This should see the trend stay 
directly bullish, with 100.20/70 our core objective. 

DXY $ Index though has rallied to 

our 88.71/89.92 target/medium-

term resistance.  Although we 

remain medium-term bulls, we 

expect this to act as a cap for now. 
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AUDUSD bear trend shows signs of accelerating 

Source: CQG, Credit Suisse 

AUDUSD has maintained its break below the recent low and 50% retracement of 

the 2008/2011 uptrend at .8546/41, and the subsequent move through its medium-

term channel at .8468 suggests the bear trend is accelerating, and we stay 

bearish for .8316, then our .8100/.8066 core target. 
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Source: CQG, Credit Suisse 

EURUSD stays on course for our 1.2230/20 target, and 
potentially the 1.2042 low 

EURUSD has seen its expected break below the 1.2358 recent low, and 
we stay bearish for our 1.2230/20 target and potentially back to the 
1.2042 low of 2012.  While we expect this 1.2230/1.2042 zone to hold for 
a consolidation/recovery phase, bigger picture, we look for an eventual 
break below 1.2042 to confirm a much larger top.  If confirmed, this 
should see a move to 1.1876 initially, then 1.1212. 
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USDJPY and EURJPY are expected to stay capped at 
120.10 and 149.25 respectively for now 

USDJPY stays on course for our 
120.00/10 core target – 61.8% of the 
entire 1998/2011 bear market.  We 
continue to look for this to cap, for a 
consolidation/corrective phase.  
Above 120.10 can see strength extend 
to the 124.16 high of 2007. 

EURJPY has essentially achieved our 149.25/27 target - 

the “neckline” to the 2007/08 top.  We look for this to cap 

for a correction lower, and a move back to 144.79/71. 

Support for a setback is 

placed at 117.09/02 initially, 

below which can see a 

move back to 115.45. 

Source: CQG, Credit Suisse 
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Europe Stoxx 600 may be close to an important break 
higher 

Stoxx 600 extends its concerted challenge on medium-term resistance at 350/51 – the 
“neckline” to the 2007 top and highs from earlier this year. Above here is needed to 
mark a significant break higher for medium-term uptrend resistance, now at 368. 

Source: Updata, the BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL™ service, Credit Suisse 

Support shows at 340, then 330. 
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DAX is retesting the 2014 highs at 10051 

DAX has surged higher, turning the focus back on to the 10051 

high. Above here can mark a significant break, for Fibonacci 

projection and potential trend resistance at 10336/56. 

Source: Updata, the BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL™ service, Credit Suisse 
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US Credit Risk Appetite has achieved our “panic” target 

The decline remains in our “panic” target zone.  This is where we 
would begin to look for a low, but only a bullish MACD momentum 
turn would mark a “buy” signal. 

Source: Updata, Credit Suisse 

Only a bullish MACD cross 

would mark a “buy” signal. 
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Other Core Themes & Charts 
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Global Risk Appetite risk is still seen lower 

The rebound in Global Risk Appetite is showing signs of stalling, and while MACD momentum 
trends lower, strength stays seen as corrective for now ahead of a potential move to “panic”. 

Source: Updata, Credit Suisse 
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World Wealth maintains its break to a new record high 

World Wealth ideally holds support at 804/800 to keep the 
immediate risk higher for medium-term trend resistance at 
834, where we would look for a fresh peak. 

Below 800 can see a deeper setback to 788, but with a 
break here needed to warn of a move back to retest 766. 

World Wealth is a global portfolio of 
stocks and bonds (65% equities, 35% 
bonds), and their return over G5 cash. 

Source: Updata, Credit Suisse 
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Equity Risk Appetite stays bearish 

The Equity Risk Appetite bounce has been muted, and 
while MACD momentum trends lower we stay bearish, 
looking for further underperformance by “risky” equities, 
and a move to “panic”. 

Source: Updata, Credit Suisse 
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US HY Credit spread needs to hold 320bps to maintain 
thoughts of a base  

Source: CQG, Credit Suisse 

Above 74/74.5bps is needed to 

establish a base, for 84.5bps. 

5yr CDX Investment Grade 

spread continues to tighten and 

is threatening the 59bps level.  

Below would ease basing 

thoughts, and through 55bps 

should see further tightening to 

50bps, then 46/45bps. 

5yr CDX High Yield spread needs to 

hold 200-day average and price 

resistance at 326/320bps to maintain 

thoughts of a base.  If removed, this 

should see a move back to 304bps 

next.  

Above 350bps aims at  

366bps, and through here is 

needed to see further 

widening to 381.5bps next, 

ahead of 405bps. 
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EUR ITRX XOVER maintains a base while above 300bps; 
MAIN has settled back into a range 

5yr ITRX XOVER 

continues to correct 

tighter, but maintains a 

base while above 

300bps.  Above 365bps 

is needed to see a move 

back to 403bps. 

Source: CQG, Credit Suisse.     *iTraxx is a trademark of International Index Company Limited. 

5yr ITRX MAIN 

remains capped by 

70.5/72bps, and has 

tightened back to the 

low end of the range at 

55.5bps. Removal of 

here can look to 

50.5bps next 

Above 70.5/72bps is needed 

for a base for 85bps.  

Below 300bps would ease 

tightening pressure, for a 

move back to 272bps. 
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US Duration Risk Appetite maintains its momentum “sell” 

10yr US yields 

“panic” 

“euphoria” 

Duration Risk Appetite has turned down ahead 
of “euphoria”, and with MACD momentum 
continuing to trend lower, we stay bearish. 

Source: Updata, the BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL™ service, Credit Suisse 

? 

? 
A peak in Duration Risk 

Appetite is typically 

associated with rising 

10yr US yields. 
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10yr US yields need to hold below 2.30% to stay directly 
bullish; 5s10s resolves its range lower to target 53/50bps 

Source: CQG, Credit Suisse 

10yr US yields have rallied to just 
shy of our 2.14% target, where 
selling has been found.  We look for 
2.30% to try to hold to see a move 
back to 2.15/14%, and potentially 
1.86%. 

5s10s has resolved its range lower 

below 72/70bps, and we look for a fresh 

flattening to 62bps, then 53/50bps. 
Above 2.30% 
would warn  of a 
move back to 
2.40/45%, and 
potentially 2.52%. 
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Source: CQG, Credit Suisse 

5yr5yr US holds the 3.09% low, but only above 3.30/33% 
would see a bearish reversal 

5yr5yr US is weighing on the 
3.09% low. Above 3.23% can aim 
at 3.30/33%, but above here 
remains needed for a base, and a 
move back to 3.63/66%.  

Below 3.09% would target 78.6% 
retracement and further price 
resistance at 2.90/84%. 
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10yr US/Germany above 162bps would target the 169bps 
high, and potentially 187bps 

Source: CQG, Credit Suisse 

10yr US/Germany is retesting 162bps recent high.  Extension 

above here would see the core trend turn wider again for the 1999 

high at 169bps, and potentially channel resistance at 187bps. 
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10yr Germany holds trend resistance, but the risk is still 
seen bullish for now; 5s30s maintains a large top 

10yr Germany has seen a brief 

move to a new low, but has held 

trend resistance at .64%.  Despite 

this, while .82% holds the overall risk 

is seen as staying directly bearish 

for a retest of .64%.  Through here 

can target .60%, then .50/.45%. 

5s30s has seen its expected break below 

155bps, and with a large top already in 

place we maintain our flattening outlook 

for a move to 132/127bps. 

Source: Updata, the BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL™ service, CQG Credit Suisse 

Through .82% can ease the immediate 

bullish tone, but above .87/.88% is 

needed for a small yield base 
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10yr Spain remains in a medium-term bull trend; 10yr 
Spain/Germany should tighten further 

Source: Updata, the BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL™ service, Credit Suisse 

10yr Spain has resolved its range lower below 

2.04%, and stays in a medium-term downtrend for 

1.75/74% next, ahead of 1.68% and then 1.62%. 

10yr Spain/Germany 

below 111bps should 

trigger further tightening 

to 100/97bps, which 

should hold at first. 

Only above 141.5/143bps 

would set a base for 

163bps, then 174bps. 
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10yr Italy remains in a medium-term bull trend for 1.80%; 
10yr Italy/Germany resolves its range lower 

Source: Updata, the BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL™ service, CQG, Credit Suisse 

10yr Italy maintains its break 

below 2.25%, and we stay 

bullish for 1.94%, and 

eventually our 1.80% objective. 

10yr Italy/Germany below 

132bps resolves the range 

lower for 122/120bps, 

which we would expect to 

hold at first.   

Bigger picture, we see 

scope for 95bps. 

Above 2.25/29% is needed to ease 

immediate bullish risks.    
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10yr UK is expected to hold 1.85% for now; 2s10s is 
expected to hold 140bps at first 

Source: Updata, the BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL™ service, Credit Suisse 

2s10s UK flattening has extended 

to our 140bps next target, the 2013 

low.  We look for this to hold at first, 

but with resistance at 152bps ideally 

capping for an eventual break below 

140bps, to target 126/125bps. 

10yr UK has rallied to retest trend resistance 

at 1.86/85%.  A pullback from here is looked 

for, but while 2.16% holds the broader trend 

should stay bullish for strength back to 1.86%, 

then our 1.77/76% target. 
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10yr JGB retargets the .32% record low; 2s10s below 
42bps would retarget 37.5bps 

Source: Updata, the BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL™ service, Credit Suisse 

10yr JGB has rallied through 

resistance at .44%, and we look for 

a retest of the .32% record low.   
2s10s below 42bps should 

retarget 37.5bps.   

Above .55/.59% is needed for a 

bearish base, for .63% initially. 
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MSCI World has rallied to the top of its range 

MSCI World Dev index spotlight remains on key resistance 
from the top of its range at 1745/66. Above here remains 
needed to mark a significant break higher, for 1800 next. 

Support shows at 1710, followed by 1692. 

Source: Updata, the BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL™ service, Credit Suisse 

MACD momentum has 

crossed higher. 
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S&P 500 uptrend is losing momentum, but stays bullish for 
now; VIX remains sideways 

VIX remains stuck in a sideways 
range. A break below 11.91 is 
needed to target 11.52/24, followed 
by the July low at 10.28. 

The S&P 500 holds a daily DeMark 
sell signal and momentum is 
showing clear signs of tiring.   

While 2050/49 holds though we 
would still not rule out a move to 
2100, and potentially 2125, but with 
this expected to prove a tougher 
barrier. 

Below 2049 can see a near-
term top for 2030 initially, 
below which can see a slide 
back to 2000/1990, but with 
fresh buyers expected here. 

Source: Updata, the BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL™ service, CQG, Credit Suisse 

Above 15.93 above can see a 
move towards 17.87. 
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IBEX has negated its top; MIB stays capped by its 
downtrend 

MIB has broken back above its old 
uptrend, and we look for strength to 
extend to test the downtrend at 20466. 

IBEX maintains its break 
above the 200-day 
average at 10503/13, 
leaving the immediate 
risk higher for a retest of 
the 11249 highs. 

Source: Updata, the BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL™ service, Credit Suisse 
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Nikkei stays bullish for 18300, and eventually 19115; 
TOPIX Banks may be close to an important bullish break 

Nikkei continues to push steadily higher and we 
stay bullish for 18300, then our core medium-term 
target at 19115 – the 38.2% retracement of the 
entire 1989/2008 bear market. 

Source: CQG, Credit Suisse 

TOPIX Banks above 205 remains needed 

to confirm a bullish “triangle” continuation 

pattern.  If achieved, should see the core 

trend turn bullish, for 253/254. 
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Source: CQG, Credit Suisse 

Gold is consolidating sideways at the recent cycle lows.   However, while capped below 

$1255/56 we stay bearish and look for a move down to $1087/44 initially, then $1000.  The 

measured target from the “triangle” is much lower at $946/29.  

Resistance shows first at $1216/22, then $1238, but above $1255/56 is needed for a base. 

Gold consolidates sideways for now, but we stay bearish 
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Copper tests the year’s low at $6321, and we stay 
bearish beneath here for $6038, then $5800 

Copper has fallen to test the $6321 low of 2014.  While prices 

have bounced here, we stay bearish for an extension beneath 

it to test $6038, and potentially trendline support at $5800. 

Resistance shows at $6835/36 initially, but above $6952 is 

required to ease downside pressure.   

Source: CQG, Credit Suisse 
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